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The NATIONAL ECONOMIC SECURITY AND REFORMATION ACT - N.E.S.A.R.A
What is N.E.S.A.R.A.?
To begin the conversation, here is a segment taken from
http://www.wethepeopleforpeace.org/N-E-S-A-R-A----REFORMATION-ACT.html
• The information was accessed via www.ashtarontheroad.com
The information is in two parts:
• the provisions of the bill, and
• some background on the creation of the NESARA bill.
(1) The provisions of the bill:
NESARA implements the following changes:
1. Zeros out all credit card, mortgage, and other bank debt due to illegal banking and government activities.
This is the Federal Reserve’s worst nightmare, a “jubilee” or a forgiveness of debt.
2. Abolishes the income tax.
3. Abolishes the IRS. Employees of the IRS will be transferred into the US Treasury national sales tax area.
4. Creates a 14% flat rate non-essential-new-items-only sales tax revenue for the government. In other
words, food and medicine will not be taxed; nor will used items such as old homes.
5. Increases benefits to senior citizens.
6. Returns Constitutional Law to all courts and legal matters.
7. Reinstates the original Title of Nobility amendment:
This clause reads:
“No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the United States: And no Person holding any Office of
Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the Consent of the Congress, accept of any present,
Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind whatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State.”
“If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive or retain any title of nobility or
honour, or shall, without the consent of Congress accept and retain any present, pension, office or
emolument of any kind whatever, from any emperor, king, prince or foreign power, such person
shall cease to be a citizen of the United States and shall be incapable of holding any office of trust
or profit under them, or either of them.”
8. Establishes new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120 days after NESARA’s
announcement. The interim government will cancel all National Emergencies and return us back to
constitutional law.
9. Monitors elections and prevents illegal election activities of special interest groups.
10. Creates a new U.S. Treasury rainbow currency backed by gold, silver, and platinum precious metals,
ending the bankruptcy of the United States initiated by Franklin Roosevelt in 1933.
11. Forbids the sale of American birth certificate records as chattel property bonds by the US Department of
Transportation.
12. Initiates new U.S. Treasury Bank System in alignment with Constitutional Law
13. Eliminates the Federal Reserve System. During the transition period the Federal Reserve will be
allowed to operate side by side of the U.S. treasury for one year in order to remove all Federal
Reserve notes from the money supply.
14. Restores financial privacy.
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15. Retrains all judges and attorneys in Constitutional Law.
16. Ceases all aggressive, U.S. government military actions worldwide.
17. Establishes peace throughout the world.
18. Releases enormous sums of money for humanitarian purposes.
19. Enables the release of over 6,000 patents of suppressed technologies that are being withheld from the
public under the guise of national security, including free energy devices, antigravity, and sonic
healing machines.
BEGINNING NOTES ON THE TRUE HISTORY OF N.E.S.A.R.A, as per Faction 3
(2) Regarding the creation of the bill known as
The NATIONAL ECONOMIC SECURITY AND REFORMATION ACT - N.E.S.A.R.A
The story passed around for many years by many writers is as follows:
“2000 – Late one evening on March 9, 2000, a written quorum call was hand-delivered by
Delta Force and Navy SEALS to 15 members of the US Senate and the US House who were
sponsors and co-sponsors of NESARA. They were immediately escorted by the Delta Force
and Navy SEALs to their respective voting chambers where they passed the National
Economic Security and Reformation Act. These 15 members of congress were the only people
lawfully allowed to hold office in accordance with the original 13th amendment. Remember,
British soldiers destroyed copies of the Titles of Nobility Amendment (TONA) in the war of
1812 because it prevented anyone who had ties to the crown of England from holding public
office. NESARA is the most ground breaking reformation to sweep not only this country but our
planet in its entire history. The act does away with the Federal Reserve Bank, the IRS, the
shadow government, and much more.” http://www.wethepeopleforpeace.org/N-E-S-A-R-A---REFORMATION-ACT.html
• This short background contains SOME INCORRECT details which have been corrected verbally many
times by Tara and Rama, the latest being on the Stargate Roundtable call of May 1st, 2014.
T: Refers to “Some of the history behind the Nesara Law” and about the people escorted by the Delta
Force and the Navy Seals to their respective voting chambers to vote –
• INCORRECT: THAT 15 MEMBERS WERE ISOLATED:
• the ENTIRE CONGRESS was involved.
• INCORRECT: MEMBERS WERE ESCORTED TO THEIR RESPECTIVE VOTING CHAMBERS
• They were taken to “an undisclosed location” which was KOS' STAR SHIP,
accessible from the White House. This was couched as “an undisclosed location”
because no one could talk about “star ships “ at the time.
T & R: It is time to correct the record.
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NOTES:
• A more fully developed and revised history of NESARA is being prepared; it will be posted on the
FAQ page of www.2013rainbowoundtable.ning.com when it is ready. Please keep checking
back.
• Definitions: Faction 1, Faction 2 and Faction 3
FACTION 1: in essence, the darkest of the dark side: Nazi 4th Reich; corporate fascists;
corporatocracy/plutocracy of the fascist states; archons; LuciaferIan rebellious ones; the 13
families, cabal, dark Satanists; dark Sirians/Satonians; the Black Ops of the USA & all other
countries [eg, all the alphabet agencies – CIA, NRA, NSA, DEA, DIA, ATF, BLM, and on and on and
on; the Mossad; MI5; MI6; Yakuza of Japan, and similar groups elsewhere]; International Monetary
Fund [IMF]; World Central Bank in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; Bank of International Settlements [BIS];
NATO; Tavistock; the United Nations; Committee of 300; Council of Foreign Relations; Trilateral
Commission; police forces all working for the New World Order under the United Nations which is
the entire city of New York; Henry Kissinger, head of Dervertidedunzdeinst, Nazi World
Headquarters, located over Dachau; George Bush Sr, his first assistant; the New World Order; the
Bilderbergers, et al
• Faction 1 is behind the successful action of compromising all except 64 good members of
Congress, and all of the judiciary who have taken a title of nobility, called “Esquire”. [see p 9]
• Above all of Faction 1 is the Vatican which claims to be above all law and controls all entities of
Faction 1 across the planet and, on paper, through the Club of Rome, a man-made instrument,
have declared themselves owners of the planet, all real estate on the planet, off the planet and
under the ground/below the surface. Through this instrument, they have declared themselves
owners of our bodies and our souls as human beings.
• These ones have had an opportunity in this lifetime to choose love. The rest is up to Mother.
FACTION 2: generally considered to be the US military. As London is the financial centre of the world,
and the British cabal controls the world economy, Washington is the centre of military operations
on the planet.
• At the moment, 98% of the Pentagon has embraced the Light; 2% continue to be agents of the
13 families and are the ones who “appear” to be in control, though that is truly a fear-based illusion.
• As there are good, bad and ugly in the military, Faction 2 IS NOT THE PLACE from which to get
information regarding NESARA, nor is it the place to find unbiased information regarding the
the President. [President Obama, Nancy Pelosi and the 64 good members of Congress are double
agents. President Obama was elected inside NESARA law, and Nancy Pelosi played a very special
role in the transition period of Ocober, 2008 while Heidi, who works for the King of Swords, zeroed
out the entire world economy inside the Bank of International Settlements during that same month
of October so that as of November, 2008, the new NESARA economy was fully activated and in
place.]
• Recognition of Faction 3 as the Faction that is to get NESARA announced was given by Raelyn
Allen of Faction 2 on her website in 1999. She also acknowledged that she found out in 1999 that,
in 1996, President Bill Clinton was Faction 2 as opposed to Faction 1 as all other Presidents up to
that point had been.
FACTION 3: These are the White Knights and the Sovereign World Militia Forces of Planet Earth. .
• The Sovereign World Militia Forces work at the 38th level above the President within an organization
known as the Alien Contact Intelligence Organization [ACIO]. These forces include the entire
Ashtar Command and all the galactic forces of light from across the cosmos who are here to
help earth ascend.
• These forces of the ACIO are 20 million strong; 16 million of them are galactics who shape-shift into
human form so they can walk among us; the other 4 million are ground crew born into human
bodies all across the planet.
• Ashtar is the head of the Intergalactic Confederation. Ashtar is also Captain of The New Jerusalem, a
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5,000 mile in diameter starship, of which Sananda Kumara is the Admiral in Chief.

• The Ashtar Command originates in the Pleiades, though Ashtar himself is from the Vela sector of the
Universe of Nebadon, from the planet Trantor.
• The Wingmakers are also part of Faction 3 White Knights, all from the 38 th level above the
President. And they come here from 175 million years in our future to our present. RanaMu and
#15 are two particular Wingmakers who have special assignments to get NESARA announced.
• The King of Swords [KOS], a Navy Seal, is the Commander of the White Knight Faction 3 forces
on the ground, located at the 38th level above the President in the military hierarchy.
.• KOS is a volunteer individualized soul who has taken on the mission in this lifetime to fulfill the 7 th
incarnation and initiation of the energies of Sananda Kumara on the planet at this time. Similarly,
Yesu Pistis Sophia, as an individualized soul, volunteered to take on the mission of the 6 th
incarnation and initiation of Sananda Kumara on the planet 2,000 years ago. The 1 st incarnation
and intitation of these energies began with Horus, the son of Isis and Osiris. [#5 was Siddartha
Buddha] This represents the evolution of humanity on the ascension spiral to be able to absorb
greater and greater qualities of higher love and power.
• In his 3D body as the KOS in this current incarnation, KOS' task is to lead humanity to become a
collective family embracing the energies of the Cosmic Christ, by unifying the efforts of all the
world group servers so we are all focussed on working in community at a global level – no mean
feat! He is doing that by working through Tara and Rama, and we are all being tested to work in
unity at all levels of our five bodies – physical, emotional, mental, spiritual, cosmic – no mean feat
for us, either!
• Sananda Kumara has held the Office of the Christ since the very beginning of the story of Earth; he has
now graduated and co-reigns in the Office of the Cosmic Christ with Kalki Maitraya and Lord
Kuthumi; all three of them have graduated to embracing the energy of the Cosmic Christ, working
as a trio and setting an example for humanity in working together in the Power of We.
• Also, in the beginning, Luciafera, the Bringer of the Dawn, was to hold the Office of the Planetary
Prince, for the Great Divine Leila, the Divine Experiment. By his own actions as he chose to fall
from grace, Sananda Kurmara and AA Michael took over the Office of Planetary Prince and hold it
to this day.

Helen Blavatsky with the Masters Kuthumi, El Morya, and St Germain
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• Barack Obama is a Faction 3 White Knight, a double agent, and the first and only American
President to have a role as both Commander in Chief and within the ACIO organization, 38 levels
above the President. As any past presidents knew of the existence of the ACIO, they were certainly
never part of it; Preisdent Obama became a member of the ACIO when he was 18, because he was
part of the Pegasus Project and went to Mars. [President Eisenhauer came closest to becoming
a member of ACIO because he was in contact with Valiant Thor, who lived in the White House
for 3+ years during Eisenhauer's presidency; he also met directly with the Zeta Reticuli and the
Pleiadians.]
• President Obama was chosen to lead the people of the planet into the Golden Age of Nesara and is
totally dedicated to this process, having been in training for 1,000 years of lifetimes for this
mission. He also maintains his role as the 9th member of the Sirian Council of Nine who meet
regularly on Sirius A.
• President Obama is overlighted by El Morya who is on the 1 st ray of excalibar blue. Archangel Michael,
also on the first ray, is protector of the seat of power of the Planet Earth which resides in
Washington, DC at the White House.
• President Obama works closely with KOS who is in charge of the President's security detail, and confers
regularly with Ashtar, Sananda Kumara and St Germain.
• Sananda Kumara is the Admiral-in-Chief of The New Jerusalem, the head star ship of the Ashtar
Command; Ashtar is the Captain on the Bridge of the head starship The New Jerusalem
• The entire Ashtar Command is from the Pleiades. As our solar system is located in the Sirian
Constellation, under normal circumstances, the Sirians would be in charge. Since the situation
of our planet has been inundated by dark Sirians from the Orion War called the Dark Satonians,
Ashtar was called upon by Mother Sekhmet, and the Pleiadians were given a special dispensation
to intervene at this time in our civilization's development. This transition and all necessary
intervening actions are coming from the bridge of The New Jerusalem.
• The entire operation is galactic in nature because the dark ones behind the chaos on Earth are
the remaining warlords from the Orion War who escaped to Planet Earth when they blew up
Maldek, their then home planet. Maldek is now an asteroid belt circling the sun in the 5 th position
out from the sun. where it used to be as a planet.
• The Orion War has never ended; it just got brought to Planet Earth in the high middle period of
Atlantis which is why and when Mother Sekhmet assumed her 5th dimensional Paschat body and
showed up in Egypt for 3000 years to help guide her Children of the Sun. [see p. 8]
• When the dark ones came to earth at the time, they had with them the dark priesthood of the
Luciaferian rebellious ones [Jehovah and Lucifer] and, by means of a coup, took over the power
structure of the existing civilization of Atlantis, thus beginning its devolution and ultimate fall.
• As Atlantis fell, the Orion War continued elsewhere because the dark priesthood boarded the
Satonian, dark Sirian starships and went to Egypt which had survived. The war games were
continued in Egypt which is why the history of Egypt is considered one of the darkest periods in
humanity's history.
• The warlords have destroyed other parts of the Universe of Nebadon, and their other activities
have affected other locations in the cosmos. Had there been no intervention at this time, one-third
of the entire Milky Way Galaxy would have been destroyed, thus affecting the entire cosmos. It is
for this reason that the Wingmakers are also involved on the planet, in bodies, as part of the
galactic operation: they saw what was likely to happen if nothing changed and returned from the
future to help change the timelines.
• What is playing out now is the final episode of a galactic story that began 450 billion years ago
and which requires more than earthly forces to make restitution: these galactic warlords have
far more abilities than humanity but nothing like the abilities of our galactic neighbours who have
come to assist with the final removal of the dark ones and the ascension of Planet Earth, in
fulfillment of the Divine Plan.
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• St Germain's role is to initiate the final arrests and/or the permanent removal of the last remaining
Satanists/Satanic cabal. He also has his own fleet of ships, known as the Amethyst Fleet.
• His first appearance on the planet was as Osiris. Osiris was not incarnated via the human birthing
process, he simply manifested in response to the emergency of the time. His consort, Cassiopeia –
the Isis of that lifetime - did incarnate by means of birth to human parents; she chose parents
from Australia's Aboriginal Moabites, hence her title “The Black Madonna”.
• See also: The Quintessential Ophiucus: Mysteries & Realities of the Serpent Holder
Constellation by Donna J. Provancher, available as an e-book at http://startistics.com
• St Germain has had many incarnations on this planet; for more information, please see
www.saintgermainfoundation.org;
http://www.sanctusgermanus.net/english;
Www.Sanctusgermanus.com
Please note: some of the listings of his past incarnations may ignore two important details:
• St Germain is often said to have been Christopher Columbus; he was actually a Greek
Moorish sailor called Prince Nicholas Yipsilantis.He built his own ship and came to the New
Atlantis, the new I AM race land of Altea America, at least 50 years before Christopher
Columbus sailed there on behalf of Spain.
• In his lifetime as Sir Francis Bacon, he was the son of Queen Elizabeth 1st who put him
in the care of the Bacon family who saw to it that he was well-educated
• St Germain has remained on the planet since his incarnation as Sir Francis Bacon, son of
Queen Elizabeth I. He is the author of The New Atlantis, “A Worke unfinished.”, written around
1623 and published in 1627 a year after his “death”.
• In addition to his other work on the planet, St Germain spent the next 500 years embedded in the
Vatican, that he might know, in the minutest detail, the internal workings of that organization which
is the source of all the other cankers/cancers on the planet.
• It is his guidance and direction that is behind the creation of the Constitution of the United States,
the original of which is in the Bruton Vault at Williamsburg, VA., and also of NESARA, the National
Economic, Security and Reformation Act. [See the last 2 documents of this article.]
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The Mysterious Rosicrucian Who was the Father of the American Republic
• See also:

St Germain: "Help the World to Claim NESARA!"
Ashtar On The Road Teleconference - February 25, 2014
St Germain: On Golden Age Economics and Governments
Ashtar On The Road Teleconference – May 27, 2014

Because Faction 1 and Faction 2 have no connection to Faction 3, neither group is aware of what
is really going on behind the scenes. Material prepared and distributed by members of either group
Is highly suspect in terms of factual accuracy and/or intent. This includes Wikipedia information on
NESARA and most of the information on the various NESARA websites.

RESOURCE MATERIALS RELATED TO THE ABOVE
Discussion: Sananda Kumara is the Admiral-inChief
Secret Places of the Lion: Alien Influences on Earth's Destiny Info from back cover
2012, Ap 30

Missing 13th Amendment To The United States Constitution By The Pen

p. 8
p9

2011, Sept 11 Lincoln and Corp. U. S. - the Columbia Organic Act of 1871

p 15

Discussion: St Germain's Role
The Mysterious Rosicrucian who was the Father of the American Republic

p 19

Signing of the Declaraton of Independence and The Speech of the Unknown

p 24

2014, Feb 25

St Germain: Help the World to Claim NESARA

p 29

2014, May 27

St Germain: On Golden Age Economics and Governments

p 33
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RESOURCE MATERIALS RELATED TO THE ABOVE
About Mother Sekhmet & “voyagers from the Stars”

Secret Places of the Lion: Alien Influences on Earth's Destiny by George Hunt Williamson
Destiny Books, Rochester, Vermont
© 1958, 1989, 1996
ISBN 978-0-89281-601-9
From the back cover:
“Mankind's earliest traditions speak of the arrival of certain souls, not of this earth, who appear as “radiant
beings from heaven” and who come to assist mankind in its struggle to develop its divine birthright. These
self – sacrificing guardians of the human race have figured prominently in the wide panorama of human
history, reincarnating again and again to accomplish this purpose. Secret Places of the Lion reveals how
these “great ones” and “wanderers” have helped mankind for thousands of years and have hidden
priceless accounts of the secret history of the planet in tombs, caverns, temple ruins, and catacombs.
These records show how the voyagers from the stars bestow wisdom and truth upon humanity at certain
times when we are ready to receive it. The voyagers then withdraw for a time to see how this newfound
knowledge is used. This explains the rises and plateaus that have emerged in our cultural history – a
history, the author argues, far older than previously imagined.
Among the mysteries the author explains in this book are the facts behind the existence of Lemuria and
Atlantis, the truth behind biblical events such as the Exodus across the Red Sea and the transmission fo
the Ten Commandments to Moses on Mt. Sinai, and whether some of the “gods” of antiquity were in reality
extraterrestrial visitors.”
****
From Chapter 2
“The Eightteenth Dynasty, Egypt's Imperial Age, had begun with Ahomose I, a Theban princeling.
Thutmose III had salvaged the great treasures of Solomon's temple in Israel, Now, the heart of all mankind
was ready to receive the WORD as it dawned in Egypt as the blazing ATON. Aton's servant on earth was to
be Amunhotep IV, know to the world as AKhnaton, the “heretic” Pharoah.” [page 45]
“About Pharaoh Akhnaton in the new holy city gathered the greatest minds of the day, those who were to
share with him the gigantic task of literally changing an entire world and its false teachings!” [page 48]
“It should be mentioned here that from the word “Aton” came atonement [at-one-ment, at-tune-ment]. From
the word “Amun” the world derived amen and a-mend-ment. Atonism harmozized the entire creation so that
man was ONE with his Creator. Amunism was a corrective discipline, for it attempted to amend and yet
control human behaviour through false teachings.” [page 50]
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2012, Ap 30

Missing 13th Amendment To The United States Constitution By The Pen

Reprinted from the Oregon Observer for April 1997 with permission
[Note: See Becraft on the Missing 13th. Forest ]

In 1983 David Dodge and Tom Dunn were searching for evidence of government corruption in public
records in a Belfast Library on the coast of Maine. They uncovered probably the most explosive evidence
ever uncovered in our history. They uncovered the United States Constitution printed in 1825, which was to
prohibit lawyers from serving in Government.
Extensive research since then has uncovered the following:
1.) The unlawful removal of a ratified 13th Amendment from the US Constitution.
2.) The Amendment had been printed in at least 18 separate publications by 11 different states and
territories from 1819 to 1868.
3.) The Amendment was secretly removed from documents by a group of lawyers and bankers. In
its place was entered the slave Amendment, which was the 14th amendment, which was changed to
the 13th Amendment. All of this occurred during the turmoil of the civil war.
4.) Since the Amendment was not lawfully repealed, it is still the law of the land.
5.) Colorado printed the correct 13th Amendment in 1668. [This probably should read 1868.]
The following is why the Amendment was written and what the meaning is: (Keep in mind we had just
fought the Revolutionary War.) The "title of nobility" and words such as "nobility," "honour," "emperor,"
"king," "esquire" and "prince" normally would lead you, today, to dismiss this Amendment.
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Just Read More
The "title of nobility" was prohibited in both Article VI of the Articles of Confederation (1777) and in Article I,
Sec. 9 of the Constitution of the United States (1788). Although already prohibited by the Constitution, an
additional "title of nobility" amendment was proposed in 1789, again in 1810 and was finally ratified in 1819
(The 13th Amendment to the constitution).
Here is the reason why. According to the Tennessee laws 1715-1820, Vol. 11, p. 774, in the 1794 Jay
Treaty, the United States agreed to pay 600,000 pounds sterling to King George III, as reparations for the
American Revolution. The Senate ratified the treaty in secret session and ordered that it not be published.
When Benjamin Franklin's grandson published it, Congress was outraged and passed the Alien and
Sedition Acts (1798) so Federal judges could prosecute editors and publishers for reporting the truth about
the government. We had whipped the British and now our Senators had been bribed to serve the British
Monarchy and betray the American people. That is subversion.
The United States Bank had been opposed by the Jeffersonians from the start, but the Federalists (the promonarch party) won out in its establishment. The initial capitalization was $10,000,000 with 80% owned by
foreign bankers. Since the bank was authorized to lend up to $20,000,000 (double its paid capital) it was a
profitable deal for both the government and the bankers, since they could lend and collect interest (usury)
on $10,000,000 that did not exist.
The European bankers outfoxed the government and by 1796 the government owed the bank $6,200,000
and was forced to sell its shares. (By 1802, the U S government owned no stock in the United States
Bank).
The power and ability of the banks to influence representative government by economic manipulation and
outright bribery was exposed in 1811, when it was discovered European banking owned 80% of the bank.
Congress refused to renew the bank charter, which led to the withdrawal of $7,000,000 by European
investors. This caused a recession and the War of 1812.
There is a book in the Library of Congress Law Library called 2 VA LAW. This reveals the overthrow
of the constitutional government by secret agreements engineered by the lawyers. That is one of
the reasons for the 13th Amendment.
Seeking to rule the world and destroy the United States, bankers committed many crimes. To
escape prosecution bankers hired and formed alliances with the best lawyers and judges money could buy.
This alliance originally forged in Europe and Great Britain, spread to the colonies and into the newly formed
United States of America.
Despite their criminal foundation, these alliances, forged in Europe, generated wealth and, ultimately,
respectability. Like a modern unit of organized crime, English bankers and lawyers wanted to be admired
as "legitimate businessmen." As their criminal fortunes grew, so did their usefulness. So the British
monarch legitimized these thieves by granting them "titles of nobility."
Historically, the British peerage system referred to knights as "Esquires" and those who bore the knight's
shields as "Esquires." As physical violence gave way to civilized means of theft, the pen grew mightier and
more profitable. So those bankers and lawyers came to hold "titles of nobility." The most common title was
"Esquire" as is used today by lawyers.
In Colonial America, attorneys trained attorneys but most held no "title of nobility" or "honor." There was no
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requirement that one be a lawyer to hold the position of district attorney, attorney general, or judge. A
citizen's "counsel of choice" was not restricted to a lawyer and there was no state or federal bar
association. The only organization that certified lawyers was the International Bar Association, chartered by
the King of England, head-quartered in London, and closely associated with the international banking
system. Lawyers admitted to the IBA received the rank of "Esquire," a "title of nobility."
"Esquire" was the principle title of nobility which the 13th Amendment sought to prohibit, thus prohibiting the
holding of office in America by bankers' lawyers with an "Esquire" behind their names who were agents of
the monarchy and European bankers.
Article 1, Sect. 9 of the Constitution sought to prohibit the International Bar Association or any other agency
from granting titles of nobility. The Constitution was ignored and agents of the monarchy continued to
infiltrate and influence the government as in the Jay Treaty and the US Bank charter incidents. Therefore, a
"title of nobility" amendment that specified a penalty (loss of citizenship) was proposed in 1789 and again in
1810. The meaning of the amendment is seen in its intent to prohibit persons having titles of
nobility and loyalties to foreign governments and bankers from voting, holding public office or
using their skills to subvert the government.
The missing amendment is referred to as the "title of nobility" Amendment, but the second
prohibition against "honour" (honor), may be more significant.
The archaic definition of "honor," as used in the 13 Amendment, meant anyone obtaining or having an
advantage or privilege over another." A contemporary example of "honor" granted to only a few Americans
is the privilege of being a judge. Lawyers can be judges and exercise the attendant privileges and powers
non-lawyers can not.
By prohibiting "honors" the Amendment prohibits any advantage or privilege that would grant
some citizens an unequal opportunity to achieve or exercise political power. The second meaning
(intent) of the 13 Amendment is to ensure political equality among all American citizens, by
prohibiting anyone, even government officials, from claiming or exercising special privilege or
power (an "honor") over other citizens.
For example, anyone who had a specific "immunity" from lawsuits which were not afforded to all citizens,
would be enjoying a separate privilege, and "honor" and would therefore forfeit his right to vote or hold
public office. Just think of the "immunities" from lawsuits that your judges, lawyers, politicians, and
bureaucrats currently enjoy. Or "special interest" legislation your government passes. "Special interests"
are simply euphemisms for "special privileges" or Honors.
Without their current personal immunities (honors), your judges and IRS agents would be unable to
abuse common citizens without fear of legal liability. Your entire government would have to
conduct itself according to the same standards of decency, respect, law, and liability as the rest of
the nation. Your government's ability to systematically coerce and abuse the public would be all but
eliminated under the 13th Amendment.
Now you know why the bankers and lawyers secretly replaced the 13th amendment. Had they not, you
would have the government our founding fathers intended when they passed the 13th Amendment, a
government of the people, by the people, and for the people, a government whose members were truly
accountable to the people; a government that could not systematically exploit its own people.
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The 13th Amendment was ratified as follows:
Maryland, Dec. 25, 1810

Tennessee, Nov. 21, 1811

Kentucky, Jan 31, 1811

Georgia, Dec. 13, 1811

Ohio, Jan 31, 1811

North Carolina, Dec.23, 1811

Delaware, Feb 2, 1811

Massachusetts, Feb. 27, 1812

Pennsylvania, Feb. 6, 1811

New Hampshire, Dec. 10, 1812

New Jersey, Feb. 13, 1811

Virginia, March 10, 1819

Vermont, Oct 24, 1811

The War of 1812 broke out with England. By the time the war ended in 1614, the British had burned the
capitol, the library of congress, and most of the records of the first 38 years of government.
Then Virginia ratified the 13th Amendment on March 10, 1819. This completed the 13 states required to
ratify an amendment. (Virginia Legislature Act No. 260, Virginia Archives of Richmond, file, page 299,
micro-film). It was published by printing 4,000 copies, triple the usual order, with instructions to send a copy
to President James Monroe, James Madison and Thomas Jefferson.
Then it was shown as an amendment to the Constitution.
The 14th amendment was the slavery amendment. Now the 13th Amendment is missing.
Word spread of the ratification and the following occurred:
 Rhode Island and Kentucky published the new Amendment in 1822.
 Ohio first published it in 1824.
 Maine ordered 10,000 copies of the Constitution with the 13th Amendment for school use in 1824
and again in 1831 for the Census Edition.
 Indiana Revised Laws of 1831 published the 13th article on page 20, Northwestern Territories in
1833.
 Ohio Published it in 1831 and again 1833.
 Wisconsin Territory in 1839.
 Iowa Territory in 1843.
 Ohio again in 1848.
 Kansas Statutes in 1855.
 Nebraska Territory 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859 and 1860.
 Colorado Territory printed the U. S Constitution in its Statutes publication showing the 13th
Amendment in 1868.
It's there. Just get into your dusty historical records and you will find that your state had it and now
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you are being robbed of your God given right to the 13th Amendment. You are now a peasant.
Article XIII of the 13th Amendment
"1.) If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive, or retain, any title of nobility or honor, or
shall, without the consent of congress, accept and retain any present, pension, office or emolument
of any kind whatever, from any emperor, king, prince, or foreign power, such person shall cease to
be a citizen of the United States, and shall be incapable of holding any office of trust or profit under
them, or either of them. "
If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive, or retain, any title of nobility or honor ---Do you call your judge, "your honor?"
Ask your Lawyer what that Esq. or Esquire means at the end of his name .
Your judges are immune to prosecution. Your judge is your honor and God. If you do not believe it go to
court and watch and listen.
Your politicians abuse you, steal from you and make themselves immune to prosecution.
Your government abuses you, poisons you with radioactive waste and takes away your freedom.
The IRS abuses you. The IRS is not a Federal Agency but a collection agency for the Fed Bank, yet people
of special privilege. The Fed Bank is owned by a majority, and those being foreign investors.

The 16th Amendment was never ratified
The 16th Amendment to the Constitution was never ratified by the required states. But even if it had,
it says there are
only three ways you can be taxed:
a.) Import tax

b.) Export tax

c.) Excise tax (Sales tax)

Take a look at an IRS levy form and you will find it starts with B, C, D, etc. You might wonder where (A) is.
Well, (A) says the only people that can be taxed by income tax are Federal Employees.
An agreement made back at the beginning of Government was if you are a Federal Employee you agree to
a kick back tax when you go to work for them. Thank God for people like David M. Dodge.

David M. Dodge may be contacted at: P. O. Box 985, Toas, New Mexico, 87571.
His research has enabled me to state the foregoing facts on the 13th Amendment to the Constitution of The
United States.
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[Forest Glen Durland asks that you alert your Congress Persons to this information. Copies of the article
can be obtained from the Oregon Observer for a very nominal fee. Forest obtained twenty copies of the
entire issue and is distributing them to his Congressional representatives as well as to local schools and
colleges.]

Now read Income Tax Is Unconstitutional.
Read the original 13th Amendment printed in 1825 (copy certified as correct.)
Click here the read the opinions of others.

This article was reproduced with the kind permission of the Oregon Observer, "Demanding
Accountability." The issue is April 1997. This monthly newspaper is highly recommended. Subscription
rates are $29.50 for 12 monthly issues. For more details copy their web address listed below and paste it
into the location space at the top of Netscape Navigator. Then press return:
www.oregonobserver.com
Paul Kraxberger is editor and Ed Snook is Head of Investigation for the Oregon Observer. A
companion paper, the Idaho Observer, is available.
Their web site is also a handy place to find and read the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Their list of
links will lead you to more reading pertinent to salvaging our government.
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2011, Sept 11

Lincoln and Corp. U. S. - the Columbia Organic Act of 1871
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/813840/posts

CORP. U.S. -- THE COLUMBIA ORGANIC ACT OF 1871
The following 15 points are based upon factual historical evidence:
1st: In 1863, Lincoln instituted martial law. He ordered that the states (people) either conscribe troops and
provide money in support of the North or be recognized as an enemy of the nation. This martial law Act of
Congress is still in effect today - what it means is that the President has dictatorial authority to do anything
that can be done by the government in accord with the Constitution of the United States of America. This is
the foundation of Presidential Executive Orders.
2nd: The District of Columbia Organic Act of 1871 created a private corporation (hereinafter "Corp. U.S.")
owned and operated by the actual government for the purpose of carrying out the business needs of the
government under martial law. This was done under the constitutional authority for Congress to pass any
law within the ten mile square of Washington, District of Columbia.
3rd: In said Act, Corp. U.S. adopted their own constitution (United States Constitution), which was identical
to the national Constitution (Constitution of the United States of America) except that it was missing the
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national constitution's 13th Amendment. The national constitution's 13th, 14th and 15th amendments are
respectively numbered 14th, 15th and 16th amendments in their constitution.
4th: The Corporation began to generate debts via bonds etc., which came due in 1912, but they could not
pay their debts so the 7 families that bought up the bonds demanded payment and Corp. U.S. could not
pay. Said families settled the debt for the payments of all of Corp. U.S.' assets and for all of the assets of
the Treasury of the United States of America.
5th: As 1913 began, Corp. U.S. had no funds to carry out the necessary business needs of the government
so they went to said families and asked if they could borrow some money. The families said no (Corp. U.S.
had already demonstrated that they would not repay their debts in full). The families had foreseen this
situation and had the year before finalized the creation of a private corporation of the name "Federal
Reserve Bank". Corp. U.S. formed a relationship with the Federal Reserve Bank whereby they could
transact their business via note rather than with money. Notice that this relationship was one made
between two private corporations and did not involve government; that is where most people error in
understanding the Federal Reserve Bank system-again it has no government relation at all. The private
contracts that set the whole system up even recognize that if anything therein proposed is found illegal or
impossible to perform it is excluded from the agreements and the remaining elements remain in full force
and effect.
6th: Almost simultaneously with the last fact (also in 1913), Corp. U.S. passes and adopts (as if ratified)
their own 16th amendment. It must be noted that this amendment has nothing to do with our nation, with
our people or with our national Constitution, which already had its own 16th amendment. The Supreme
Court ruled that it did nothing that was not already done other than to make plain and clear the right of the
United States (Corp. U.S.) to tax corporations. We agree, considering that they were created under the
authority of Corp. U.S.
7th: Next (also 1913) Congress passed and entered the 17th amendment as ratified, even though the
states had no opportunity to ratify the same. This amendment is not only not ratified, it is not constitutional;
the Constitution forbids Congress from even discussing the matter of where Senators are elected.
8th: In 1914, the freshman class and all Senators that successfully ran for re-election in 1913 by popular
vote are seated in Corp. U.S. capacity only.
9th: In 1917, Corp. U.S. enters WWI and passes their Emergency War Powers, and Trading with the
Enemies Acts.
10th: In 1918, President Wilson is re-elected by the Electoral College but their election is required to be
confirmed by the constitutionally set Senate; where in the new Corp. U.S., only Senators were allowed to
participate in the Electoral College vote confirmation. The only authority that could possibly have been used
for electoral confirmation was corporate only. Therefore, President Wilson was not confirmed into office for
his second term as President of the United States of America and was only seated in the Corp. U.S.
Presidential capacity. Therefore the original jurisdiction government's seats were vacated because the
people didn't seat any original jurisdiction government officers.
11th: In 1933, the Trading with the Enemies Act is adjusted to recognize the people of the United States of
America as enemies of Corp. U.S.
12th: In 1944, under the Bretton Woods Agreement, Corp. U.S. is quit claimed to the International
Monetary Fund, and becomes a foreign controlled private corporation.
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13th: Some time after 1935, you ask Social Security Administration for a relationship with their program.
They create an entity with a name (that sounds like your name but is spelled with all capital letters) and a
depository account number in the Social Security General Trust Fund (GTF). They give you the Social
Security card which identifies you as the single person with authority to control the entity they created (on
review: you may notice that the Social Security Administration was the creator of the entity, the GTF is its
beneficiary and you were made its Trustee.) More importantly: this capacity does not limit you or your
capacity to act in your sovereign capacity in any way.
14th: In 1968, at the national governors' conference in Lexington, Kentucky, the IMF leaders of the event
proposed the dilemma the State governors were in for carrying out their business dealings in Federal
Reserve Notes (foreign notes), which is forbidden in the national and State constitutions, alleging that if
they did not do something to protect themselves the people would discover what had been done with their
money and would likely kill them all and start over. They suggested the States form corporations like Corp.
U.S. and showed the advantages of the resultant uniform codes that could be created, which would allow
better and more powerful control over the people.
15th: By 1971, every State government in the union of States had formed such private corporations (Corp.
State), in accord with the IMF admonition, and the people ceased to seat original jurisdiction government
officials in their State government seats.
Now, having stated these historical facts, we ask you not to believe us, but rather prove these facts for
yourself. We then ask you to contact us with any evidence you find that proves or disproves these facts.
When you find there is no error, then remember these simple facts and let no one dissuade you from the
truth.

The Bottom Line: when you speak about these private foreign corporations, remember that is what they
are and stop calling them government.
Further, it is very important that we cease to attempt to fix them. It is far more important that we learn how
to reseat our original jurisdiction government and spread the word about the truth. By reseating our State
and national governments in their original jurisdiction nature, we gain the capacity to hold these private
foreign corporations accountable. They owe us a lot of money, in fact they owe us more money than there
is available in the world. The fact is that it is impossible for them to pay and that gives us the leverage we
need to take back our nation and put things right. The process is a simple one. The difficulty is in getting
our people to wake up to the truth. That's why we ask you to prove the truth for yourself and contact us with
the evidence you discover.
That means that you must stop acting and communicating like you are anything other than the sovereign
that God created you to be. And, stop referring to Corp. U.S. or the STATE OF 'X' as anything other than
the private foreign corporations that they are. And, finally, stop listening to the Bigfoot Patriot mythology that
is espoused by those that only give these facts lip service.
It is time that we all start to wake up and follow the truth, that is to repent and become a moral and
honorable society instead of lauding our Christianity while we stand guilty of:
a) not knowing the truth;
b) not living the truth;
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c) believing that God will save us even though we have the tools to know the truth the ability to use the
tools but we refuse to live by the truth and use the tools we have to save ourselves and thereby become
free.
The biggest problem with the so called Patriot Movement is that its proponents are all excited about uniting
against the tyranny of Corp. U.S. even though they are blind to the truth, have no remedy, and bail out of
"the system" hell bent for a rebellion that even the scripture says cannot be won. Would that we could
instead unite with truth and legally, lawfully and peacefully reseat our original jurisdiction government to
take back control our nation.
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Comte de Saint Germain, a.k.a. "The Professor"

THE MYSTERIOUS ROSICRUCIAN WHO WAS

THE FATHER OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC
Chapter Eleven from:
Great Secret: Count St. Germain
by Raymond Bernard
Throughout his life, Francis Bacon's fondest hope was the creation of a Utopia across the Atlantic, the
realization of his "New Atlantis" in the form of a society of free men, governed by sages and scientists, in
which his Freemasonic and Rosicrucian principles would govern the social, political and economic life of
the new nation. It was for this reason why, as Lord Chancellor, he took such an active interest in the
colonization of America, and why he sent his son to Virginia as one of the early colonists. For it was in
America, through the pen of Thomas Paine and the writings of Thomas Jefferson, as well as through the
revolutionary activities of his many Rosicrucian-Freemasonic followers, most prominent among whom were
George Washington and Benjamin Franklin, that he hoped to create a new nation dedicated to his political
philosophy.
In his Secret Destiny of America, Manly Hall, Bacon's most understanding modern scholar, refers to the
appearance in America, prior to the signing of the Declaration of Independence in 1776, of a mysterious
Rosicrucian philosopher, a strict vegetarian who ate only foods that grew above the ground, who was a
friend and teacher of Franklin and Washington and who seemed to have played an important role in the
founding of the new republic. Why most historians failed to mention him is a puzzle, for that he existed is a
certainty.
He was known as “The Professor." Together with Franklin and Washington, he was a member of the
committee selected by the Continental Congress in 1775 to create a design for the American Flag. The
design he made was accepted by the committee and given to Betsy Ross to execute into the first model.
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A year later, on July 4, 1776, this mysterious stranger, whose name nobody knew, suddenly appeared in
Independence Hall and delivered a stirring address to the fearful men there gathered, who were wondering
whether they should risk their lives as traitors by affixing their names to the memorable document which
Thomas Jefferson wrote and of whose ideals Francis Bacon, founder of Freemasonry and Rosicrucianism,
was the true originator.

The flag unfurled at Cambridge, Mass. in 1775, which the Professor designed, symbolized the union of the
colonies; it was called the Grand Union Flag, and its design was as follows: In the blue field of the
upperleft-hand corner was the white diagonal cross of St. Andrews. Imposed on this was the Red Cross,
which was given the name of St. George. The thirteen stripes, seven of red and six of white, alternating in
the flag, represented the thirteen colonies.
The flag was used for some time, but owing to its similarity with the British flag, which supposedly
symbolized the unity of England and Scotland, considerable controversy arose over it. In order to overcome
this objection, in 1776 it was decided to design another flag which would follow the spirit of the original
design; and the inverted triangle over the upright triangle, generally known as the St. Andrew's Cross, a
Masonic symbol of Kabbalistic origin and denoting that the originator of the flag was a Freemason and
Rosicrucian, was preserved by using a six-pointed star, placed in irregular fashion on a blue back-ground in
the form of a new constellation.
When General Johnson and Doctor Franklin visited Mrs. Elizabeth Ross, otherwise known as Betsy Ross,
to get her cooperation in making the flag, the five-pointed star appealed to her as being more beautiful than
the six-pointed star of the Professor's original design which the committee accepted. Hence, out of
deference to her sense of beauty, the five-pointed stars were used instead, and thirteen of them were
placed in a circle on a blue field with the standard seven red and six white stripes completing the flag.

This sample flag was made just before the Declaration of
Independence, although the resolution endorsing it was not passed by the Continental Congress until July
14, 1777.
A second time did this mysterious stranger, “The Professor," whose name and origin was unknown, pay a
vital role in American history. This time it was at the signing of the Declaration' of Independence. It was on
June 7, 1776, that Richard Henry Lee, a delegate from Virginia, offered in Congress the first resolution
declaring that the United Colonies were, and of right ought. to be, free and independent states. Soon after
Mr. Lee introduced his resolution, he was taken sick and returned to his home in Virginia, whereupon on
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June 11th, 1776, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman and Robert
Livingston were appointed as a committee to prepare a formal Declaration of Independence.
On the first of July, 1776, the committee made its report to Congress. On the second of July, Lee's
resolution was adopted in its original words. During the third of July, the formal Declaration of
Independence was reported by the committee and debated with great enthusiasm. The discussion was
resumed on the fourth, Jefferson having been elected as chairman of the committee.
On July 4th, there was great suspense throughout the nation. Many were adverse to severing the ties with
the mother country; and many feared the vengeance of the king and his armies. Many battles had been
fought already, but no decisive victory had been won by the rebel colonists. Each man in the Continental
Congress realized as Patrick Henry did that it was either Liberty or Death. A rash move could mean death.
After all, they were not free but subjects of a king who considered them as rebels and could punish them
accordingly. They could be convicted for treason and put to death.
Just what connection did the mysterious stranger who designed the American flag and encouraged the
signing of the Declaration of Independence have to Francis Bacon or Count Saint-Germain? Writing on this
subject, Manly Hall says:
"Many times the question has been asked, Was Francis Bacon's vision of the "New Atlantis" a
prophetic dream of the great civilization which was so soon to rise upon the soil of the New
World? It cannot be doubted that the secret societies of. Europe conspired to establish upon
the American continent 'a new nation conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that
all men are created equal.' Two incidents in the early history of the United States evidence the
influence of that secret body, which has so long guided the destinies of peoples and religions.
By them nations are created as vehicles for the promulgation of ideals, and while nations are
true to these ideals they survive; when they vary from them, they vanish like the Atlantis of old
which had ceased to 'know the gods.'"
In his admirable little treatise, "Our Flag," Robert Allen Campbell revives the details of an obscure, but most
important, episode of American history—the designing of the Colonial flag of 1775. The account involves a
mysterious man concerning whom no information is available other than that he was on familiar terms with
both General Washington and Dr. Benjamin Franklin. The following description of him is taken from
Campbell's treatise:
"Little seems to have been known concerning this old gentleman; and in the materials from
which this account is compiled, his name is not even once mentioned, for he is uniformly
spoken of or referred to as 'the Professor.' He was evidently far beyond his threescore and ten
years; and he often referred to historical events of more than a century previous just as if he
had been a living witness to their occurrence; still he was erect, vigorous and active—hale,
hearty and clear-minded, as strong and energetic every way as in the prime of life. He was tall,
of fine figure, perfectly easy, very dignified in his manners, being at once courteous, gracious
and commanding. He was, for those times, and considering the customs of the Colonists, very
peculiar in his method of living; for he ate no flesh, fowl or fish; he never used for food any
'green thing', any roots or anything unripe; he drank no liquor, wine or ale; but confined his diet
to cereals and their products, fruits that were ripened on the stem in the sun, nuts, mild tea
and the sweet of honey, sugar and molasses. [ Editor's note: The Comte de Saint Germain's
same abstemious behavior regarding food was well documented in Europe.]
"He was well educated, highly cultivated, of extensive as well as varied information, and very
studious. He spent considerable of his time in the patient and persistent scanning of a number
of very rare old books and ancient manuscripts which he seemed to be deciphering,
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translating or rewriting. These books, and manuscripts, together with his own writings, he
never showed to anyone; and he did not even mention them in his conversations with the
family, except in the most casual way; and he always locked them up carefully in a large, oldfashioned, cubically shaped, iron-bound, heavy oaken chest, whenever he left his room, even
for his meals. He took long and frequent walks alone, sat on the brows of the neighboring hills,
or mused in the midst of the green and flower-gemmed meadows. He was fairly liberal—but in
no way lavish—in spending his money, with which he was well supplied. He was a quiet,
though a very genial and very interesting member of the family; and he was seemingly at
home upon any and every topic coming up in conversation. He was, in short, one whom
everyone would notice and respect, whom few would feel well acquainted with, and whom no
one would presume to question concerning himself—as to whence he came, why he tarried or
whither he journeyed."
"By something more than a mere coincidence, the committee appointed by the Colonial
Congress to design a flag accepted an invitation to be guests, while at Cambridge, of the
family with which the Professor was staying. It was here that General Washington joined them
for the purpose of deciding upon a fitting emblem. By the signs that passed between them, it
was evident that General Washington and Doctor Franklin recognized the Professor, and by
unanimous approval, he was invited to become an active member of the committee. During
the proceedings which followed, the Professor was treated with the most profound respect and
all his suggestions immediately acted upon. He submitted a pattern which he considered
symbolically appropriate for the new flag, and this was unhesitatingly accepted by the six other
members of the committee, who voted that the arrangement suggested by the Professor be
forthwith adopted. After the episode of the flag, the Professor quickly vanished; and nothing
further is known concerning him.

"Did General Washington and Doctor Franklin recognize the Professor as an emissary of the
Mystery School which has so long controlled the political destinies of this planet? Benjamin
Franklin was a philosopher and a Freemason—possibly a Rosicrucian initiate. He and the
Marquis de Lafayette—also a man of mystery—constitute two of the important links in the
chain of circumstance that culminated in the establishment of the original thirteen American
colonies as a free and independent nation. Dr. Franklin's philosophic attainments are well
attested in Poor Richard's Almanac, published by him for many years under the name of
Richard Saunders. His interest in the cause of Freemasonry is also shown in his publication of
Anderson's Constitutions of 'Freemasonry.
"It was during the, evening of July 4, 1776, that the second of these mysterious episodes
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occurred. In the old State House in Philadelphia, a group of men were gathered for the
momentous task of severing the tie between the old country and the new. It was a grave
moment, and not a few of those present feared that their lives would be the forfeit for their
audacity. In the midst of the debate a fierce voice rang out. The debaters stopped and turned
to look upon the stranger. Who was this man who had suddenly appeared in their midst and
had transfixed them with his oratory? They had never seen him before, none knew when he
had entered; but his tall form and pale face filled them with awe. His voice ringing with a holy
zeal, the stranger stirred them to their very souls. His closing words rang. through the building,
'God has given America to be free!' As the stranger sank into a chair exhausted, a wild
enthusiasm burst forth. Name after name was placed upon the parchment: the Declaration of
Independence was signed. But where was the man who had precipitated the accomplishment
of this immortal task—who had lifted for a moment the veil from the eyes of the assemblage
and revealed to them a part at least of the great purpose for which the, new nation was
conceived? He had disappeared, nor was he ever seen or his identity established. This
episode parallels others of a similar kind recorded by ancient historians attendant upon the
founding of every new nation. Are they coincidence, or do they indicate that the divine wisdom
of the ancient mysteries still is present in the world, serving mankind as it did of old?"
The End

To read 'The Professor's' speech to the Continental Congress go here:
The Speech of the Unknown: An electrifying speech given by an unknown man, galvanizing the reluctant
signers of the Declaration of Independence into action.
More on Bacon, the Count, Freemasons and Rosicrucians:
Sir Francis Bacon, The Count of Saint Germain, the Supernova of 1604
and the 800 Year Spiritual Cycle
For more on the esoteric history and founding of this nation:
The Mystical George Washington

http://www.reversespins.com/rosicrucian.html
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Signing the Declaration of Independence and The Speech of the Unknown

From the Editor of Reverse Spins: The following is taken from Washington and His Generals: or, Legends
of the Revolution by George Lippard, published in 1847.
The signers of the Declaration of Independence sat in Independence Hall at Philadelphia, contemplating
losing their heads or being hanged. Their courage wavered. The document sat there unsigned. An
extraordinary catalyst was needed to move them to action. An unknown man rose and gave an electrifying
speech. He disappeared soon after.
By signing the Declaration, all were guilty of high treason under British law. The penalty for high treason
was to be hanged by the neck until unconscious, then cut down and revived, then disemboweled and cut
into quarters. The head and quarters were at the disposal of the crown.
No wonder they wavered! No wonder they discussed back and forth for days on end before signing the
document that carried so grave a penalty. An old legend dramatizes the story of the one who galvanized
the delegates and gave them the courage to sign that document.
But still there is doubt–and that pale-faced man, shrinking in one corner, squeaks out something about
axes, scaffolds, and a–gibbet!
"Gibbet!" echoes a fierce, bold voice, that startles men from their seats–and look yonder! A tall slender man
rises, dressed–although it is summer time–in a dark robe. Look how his white hand undulates as it is
stretched slowly out, how that dark eye burns, while his words ring through the hall. (We do not know his
name, let us therefore call his appeal)

The Speech of the Unknown
"Gibbet? They may stretch our necks on all the gibbets in the land–they may turn every rock into a
scaffold–every tree into a gallows, every home into a grave, and yet the words on that Parchment can
never die!
"They may pour our blood on a thousand scaffolds, and yet from every drop that dyes the axe, or drips on
the sawdust of the block, a new martyr to Freedom will spring into birth!
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"The British King may blot out the Stars of God from His sky, but he cannot blot out His words written on
the Parchment there! The works of God may perish–His Word, never!
"These words will go forth to the world when our bones are dust. To the slave in the mines they will speak–
hope–to the mechanic in his workshop–freedom–to the coward-kings these words will speak, but not in
tones of flattery. No, no! They will speak like the flaming syllables on Belshazzar's wall–
THE DAYS OF YOUR PRIDE AND GLORY ARE NUMBERED!
THE DAYS OF JUDGMENT AND REVOLUTION DRAW NEAR!
"Yes, that Parchment will speak to the Kings in a language sad and terrible as the trump of the Archangel.
You have trampled on mankind long enough. At last the voice of human woe has pierced the ear of God,
and called His Judgment down! You have waded on to thrones over seas of blood–you have trampled on to
power over the necks of millions–you have turned the poor man's sweat and blood into robes for your
delicate forms, into crowns for your anointed brows. Now Kings–now purpled Hangmen of the world–for
you come the days of axes and gibbets and scaffolds–for you the wrath of man–for you the lightnings of
God!–
"Look! How the light of your palaces on fire flashes up into the midnight sky!
"Now Purpled Hangmen of the world – turn and beg for mercy!
"Where will you find it?
"Not from God, for you have blasphemed His laws!
"Not from the People, for you stand baptized in their blood!
"Here you turn, and lo! a gibbet!
"There – and a scaffold looks you in the face.
"All around you – death – and nowhere pity!
"Now executioners of the human race, kneel down, yes, kneel down upon the sawdust of the scaffold–lay
your perfumed heads upon the block–bless the axe as it falls–the axe that you sharpened for the poor
man's neck!
"Such is the message of that Declaration to Man, to the Kings of the world! And shall we falter now? And
shall we start back appalled when our feet press the very threshold of Freedom? Do I see quailing faces
around me, when our wives have been butchered–when the hearthstones of our land are red with the
blood of little children?
"What are these shrinking hearts and faltering voices here, when the very Dead of our battlefields arise,
and call upon us to sign that Parchment, or be accursed forever?
"Sign! if the next moment the gibbet's rope is round your neck! Sign! if the next moment this hall rings with
the echo of the falling axe! Sign! By all your hopes in life or death, as husbands–as fathers–as men–sign
your names to the Parchment or be accursed forever!
"Sign–and not only for yourselves, but for all ages. For that Parchment will be the Text-book of Freedom–
the Bible of the Rights of Man forever!
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"Sign–for that declaration will go forth to American hearts forever, and speak to those hearts like the voice
of God! And its work will not be done, until throughout this wide Continent not a single inch of ground owns
the sway of a British King!
"Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise! It is a truth, your own hearts witness it, God proclaims it.–This
Continent is the property of a free people, and their property alone. [17-second applause] God, I say,
proclaims it!
"Look at this strange history of a band of exiles and outcasts, suddenly transformed into a people–look at
this wonderful Exodus of the oppressed of the Old World into the New, where they came, weak in arms but
mighty in Godlike faith–nay, look at this history of your Bunker Hill–your Lexington–where a band of plain
farmers mocked and trampled down the panoply of British arms, and then tell me, if you can, that God has
not given America to the free?
[12-second applause]
"It is not given to our poor human intellect to climb the skies, to pierce the councils of the Almighty One. But
methinks I stand among the awful clouds which veil the brightness of Jehovah's throne. Methinks I see the
Recording Angel–pale as an angel is pale, weeping as an angel can weep–come trembling up to that
Throne, and speak his dread message–
"`Father! the old world is baptized in blood! Father, it is drenched with the blood of millions, butchered in
war, in persecution, in slow and grinding oppression! Father–look, with one glance of Thine Eternal eye,
look over Europe, Asia, Africa, and behold evermore, that terrible sight, man trodden down beneath the
oppressor's feet–nations lost in blood–Murder and Superstition walking hand in hand over the graves of
their victims, and not a single voice to whisper, "Hope to Man!"'
"He stands there, the Angel, his hands trembling with the black record of human guilt. But hark! The voice
of Jehovah speaks out from the awful cloud–`Let there be light again. Let there be a New World. Tell my
people–the poor–the trodden down millions, to go out from the Old World. Tell them to go out from wrong,
oppression and blood–tell them to go out from this Old World–to build my altar in the New!'
[11-second applause]
"As God lives, my friends, I believe that to be his voice! Yes, were my soul trembling on the wing for
Eternity, were this hand freezing in death, were this voice choking with the last struggle, I would still, with
the last impulse of that soul, with the last wave of that hand, with the last gasp of that voice, implore you to
remember this truth–God has given America to the free!
[13-second applause]
"Yes, as I sank down into the gloomy shadows of the grave, with my last gasp, I would beg you to sign that
Parchment, in the name of the God, who made the Saviour who redeemed you–in the name of the millions
whose very breath is now hushed in intense expectation, as they look up to you for the awful words–`You
are free!'"
[9-second applause]
O many years have gone since that hour–the Speaker, his brethren, all, have crumbled into dust, but it
would require an angel's pen to picture the magic of that Speaker's look, the deep, terrible emphasis of his
voice, the prophet-like beckoning of his hand, the magnetic flame which shooting from his eyes, soon fired
every heart throughout the hall!
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The work was done. A wild murmur thrills through the hall.–Sign? Hah? There is no doubt now. Look! How
they rush forward–stout-hearted John Hancock has scarcely time to sign his bold name, before the pen is
grasped by another–another and another! Look how the names blaze on the Parchment–Adams and Lee
and Jefferson and Carroll, and now, Roger Sherman the Shoemaker.
And here comes good old Stephen Hopkins–yes, trembling with palsy, he totters forward–quivering from
head to foot, with his shaking hands he seizes the pen, he scratches his patriot-name.
Then comes Benjamin Franklin the Printer....

The Original Declaration of Independence (larger view)
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And now the Parchment is signed; and now let word go forth to the People in the streets–to the homes of
America–to the camp of Mister Washington, and the Palace of George the Idiot-King–let word go out to all
the earth–
And, old man in the steeple, now bare your arm, and grasp the Iron Tongue, and let the bell speak out the
great truth:
FIFTY-SIX TRADERS, LAWYERS, FARMERS AND MECHANICS HAVE THIS DAY SHOOK THE
SCHACKLES OF THE WORLD!
[13-second applause]
Hark! Hark to the toll of that Bell!
Is there not a deep poetry in that sound, a poetry more sublime than Shakespeare or Milton?
Is there not a music in the sound, that reminds you of those awful tones which broke from angel-lips, when
news of the child Jesus burst on the shepherds of Bethlehem?
For that Bell now speaks out to the world, that GOD HAS GIVEN THE AMERICAN CONTINENT TO THE
FREE–THE TOILING MILLIONS OF THE HUMAN RACE–AS THE LAST ALTAR OF THE RIGHTS OF
MAN ON THE GLOBE–THE HOME OF THE OPPRESSED, FOREVERMORE!
[10-second applause]
Are we not bought with a price?
This reading is taken from the book Washington and His Generals: or, Legends of the Revolution by
George Lippard, published in 1847.
Manly P. Hall, in his book The Secret Destiny of America, chapter 17, wrote:
"Some years ago, while visiting the Theosophical colony at Ojai, California, A. T. Warrington, esoteric
secretary of the society, discussed with me a number of historical curiosities, which led to examination of
his rare old volume of early American political speeches of a day earlier than those preserved in the first
volumes of the Congressional Record.
He made particular mention of a speech by an unknown man at the time of the signing of the Declaration of
Independence. The particular book was not available at the moment, but Mr. Warrington offered to send me
a copy of the speech, and he did; but unfortunately neglected to append the title or the date of the book. He
went to India subsequently, and died at the Theosophical headquarters at Adyar, in Madras. ..."
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St Germain: "Help the World to Claim NESARA!"
Ashtar On The Road Teleconference - February 25, 2014
"I Am St Germain, and I come before you, Beloved Ones, to continue to encourage you to rise into the very
Highest Levels of your beings! Absolutely, for you see, you already occupy High Levels of Dimensionality
- it is simply that you are still in your physicalities.
"I understand full well how a human can feel limited by the densities of the human body. You will recall
that I have occupied many human bodies, but I have also turned my focus to the Higher Levels, so as to
not be so encumbered by the inconveniences that the human body presents. Let’s take aging. I was not
given to aging in my identity of St Germain. I appeared to be ageless, and I had called upon that particular
gift to make it so, to make it my reality, and thus to share that reality with those who were in observance of
me!
"I lived a long time. Having reached a certain age I simply said, 'Stop!' And that is where I remained. I
knew and trusted that I had the ability to do that, and so I did! Of course you know that I have
accomplished Ascension. Now I have had other identities, and I am not here to participate in the telling of
the stories of that - you have plenty of sources that you can look to if you desire that information. You can
start by calling in the violet ray and sitting in council with your Magnificent Selves and your Guides.
"If your truth happens to be a little different from what you have found published or from other sources,
remember there are different levels of Dimensions and there are different parallels. And it is not to be
frustrated or concerned - it is simply that if you have that curiosity, there is absolutely no reason why you
should not do some additional research on that topic!
"What I am here to discuss is NESARA – the National Economic Security and Reformation Act. Now you
have heard other documents, or shall we say, that the inspiring of other documents has been attributed to
me. This is true - the most famous ones, of course, being your Declaration of Independence and - a
portion at least - of your Constitution of the United States of America. Actually, the founding of the United
States of America was inspired by me!
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"Freedom is my mantra, shall we say - it is my legacy!!! It is to be free in every sense of the word. I was
present, of course, during the French Revolution and I was a keen observer of all of the different attitudes
and lifestyles that were in existence. It was my mission to try to influence the aristocracy - the illuminati,
the beings who were at the top of the pyramid at that time - to be more in connection with the majority of
people of France who were poverty stricken, for the most part. There was a bit of a middle class, but for
the most part there was either poverty or wealth. Those were the two options that life had to offer.
"The reason the French Revolution took place - and all of the ensuing violence - was because the people
on the top were not able to reach out and connect with the poor, and the poor had been so mistreated by
the wealthy - by the aristocracy, they called themselves - that they went into a cycle of revenge. And so it
was.
"With the United States of America, it was an opportunity to bring Freedom and all that Freedom meant to
the humans, the individuals, in a new place. But the illuminati came as well. They didn’t call themselves
the illuminati back then, but they were the dark ones, and they came as well. They were successful, as you
know, in initiating programs that were just the opposite of the Freedom that this country was founded upon.
But the principles of Freedom and Equality – equal justice for all and so on - were much touted.
"Of course they were not adhered to by this group. They made up their own rules, and they made rules for
everyone else and punished severely if anyone broke the rules, but they broke the rules all the time. Your
insider trading is a fine example of rules for the many vs. rules for the few, which were broken blatantly. But
this is all in the past, and now True Freedom is about to dawn, not just in the United States of America, but
in the entirety of the World!!! It just so happens that NESARA, the actual law as it was written, originated in
the Unites States of America, as was fitting for a country with such a Declaration of Independence!
"Now, suddenly, all that is just, all that represents Truth and True Freedom, is about to come into the
lifestyle of all who live -not just in this country - but in the World!!! So here is NESARA, waiting in the
wings. And NESARA is a living entity. We speak of Lady Nesara and we do so because there is a spirit
that is very much alive behind these words and documents, the documents of NESARA!
"What is important for you to understand is that NESARA will bring about True Justice, True Equality, and
that means True Freedom for all!!! Now, we know many of you have been focusing on the abundance that
NESARA will bring, and this is entirely appropriate so long as you connect this incoming abundance to the
Higher Dimensional Lifestyle. In other words, yes, you will all be receiving abundance and yes, it is all first
and foremost for you to nurture yourselves with, and your loved ones, and then you can reach out and
share with whomever you choose to share with!
"You deserve it, make no mistake! You deserve all of the abundance that you could possibly, possibly
imagine having and more. But it is abundance not only of dollars but abundance of Love, abundance of
caring Love, Compassion, Forgiveness and Gratitude, directed first to your beautiful Selves - your
deserving and Divine Selves, and then to everyone else. It is coming together in the Oneness - that is True
Abundance!!!
"But we recognize that during this interim period we are calling the Golden Age, it will be a grand freeing, or
liberating, event for you to receive abundance of dollars. While we are discussing dollars let me make this
perfectly clear, NESARA will provide dollars for everyone, no one will be left out anywhere on this Planet!!!
There are those dark ones who are having their dollars stripped from their bank accounts even as we
speak. Arrests are under way, and the tide has turned, and changes are in progress. Just know that Liberty
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and Equality are coming!
"NESARA will bring all currencies of every country, of every region even, to a par value. The trading of
money will end, because all currencies will be the same and they will all be backed by gold and other
precious commodities, as you call them. We call them precious treasures of Planet Earth - and of
elsewhere! The trading in dollars will stop.
"Now, there are those who are telling you that you have lot of money to be made ahead of the
disbursements from the funds - the World Trust and my bank. If you want to follow them and hang on, we
will only suggest to you that you counsel with yourselves again. Please use the violet ray! Archangel
Michael invites you to use the sword Excalibur and wave the blue light of Truth! We would advise you to
spend your moments - instead of following the 'today-today,' 'tomorrow-tomorrow' reports of the 'RV's' - to
instead focus upon yourselves as beings of absolutely infinite value or worth, and to know that you have
only to open your gifts to receive whatever it is you desire!!!
"There are many false prophets, and if you choose to follow them, that is your choice and you are welcome
to do so, but we promise you that your wealth is waiting for you to claim it. And as soon as enough of
Planet Earth reaches that certain level - and you are so close - then everyone will have the equal
abundance! Everyone with the exception of those who are in the prosperity trusts - those who are receiving
the humanitarian funds - and they are going to seed, if you will, the disbursements. They will get the first
round of disbursements so that they can start their humanitarian projects, so that they can be in sharing of
the dollars and getting people into the mindset, if you will, because the Hearts are already open and ready
to receive!
"Not that they will have it all and you will have none, but simply they will lead in giving abundance, in
sharing and caring. That will literally open the floodgates and the dollars - or the yen, or the renminbi, or
whatever - will be flowing freely to all, and everyone will have all that they could possibly desire to have!
That is Equality, that is Liberty, and that is Divine Destiny for every man, woman and child in human body
upon Planet Earth!!!
"Now, what will this do? This will free up all of humanity to not be enslaved, to stop working two or three
jobs just to put substandard GMO inhuman food upon the table. This will free up those who are awake,
who are knowing that they have a chance to participate in bringing and anchoring the Golden Age onto
Planet Earth as it rises, because of course, there is a certain level where this is all accomplished anyway.
That is why the Ashtar Command has the ability, and tells you that they have the ability, to partner with you!
"You get it started, you provide the impetus for the clean-up! Let’s liberate Mother Gaia from the pesticides
and all of the poisons that she has been so, so inundated by. It’s not just the human kingdom, it’s the
entirety of all the kingdoms who have been suffering with all of the toxicities that have been released into
your atmosphere, and your land and your waterways. It is to provide free energy, quantum energy, to
provide heat where it is needed, to provide whatever it is during this interim Golden Age Lifestyle. until such
time as you reach high enough levels that you simply create. You are walking, living, breathing holodecks
all on your own!!!
"What do I mean by that? I mean you can access your reality, your Truth of Who You Really Are at any
time you choose! You can manifest and create seemingly out of thin air! You know I do that all the time
with precious jewels because, especially the women really like that, and it gives me a certain level of
connection, because they allow themselves to see the miracle and experience the miracle and then they
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come up in their energy fields!
"And that is what I am speaking to you about, Beloved Ones! I Am telling you it is time for you to claim all
of the Freedom, all of the Liberties! NESARA brings way more than dollars - NESARA brings Justice for all;
NESARA brings the Truth of your Heritage to all!!! Oh yes, the doings of the dark ones are a very important
part of your heritage, for it is their darkness, their programs, their agendas, their deeds, their cruelties,
which have caused humanity to say, 'Wait a minute, there must be a better way!'
"NESARA is the means of bringing the better way, as you call it, in one gigantic leap into the future that is
Now, on just a Higher Level of Dimensionality for all!!! So welcome NESARA, greet the spirit of NESARA,
greet Lady Nesara and welcome her! She is the compassionate one, she is the spirit of Compassion! It is
the male/female energies which have combined to write this law. It is I, St Germain, who has helped to
inspire this law, and I have acted as One in Company with all of the Masters, the Angels and the Dwellers
of the Higher Dimensional Levels - all of the Light Beings - to come together and to provide this as a road
map, if you will, for your Golden Age Lifestyles to anchor into Planet Earth - or shall we say for you to rise
into the Levels of Planet Earth where they are already existing!!!
"Allow yourselves to view all, knowing that whatever you might see or encounter that is dark, it is up to you
to just breathe the LoveLight onto it, to be the Compassionate Observers, and to allow it to pass from your
energy fields. If it has come in, let it go out and know that you are here in Mission and Service, that you
are Divine Beings and that you are fulfilling your Divine Destinies by being participants in the Ascension of
all of Planet Earth!!!
“So we thank you for coming, we share with you the visions of NESARA and we tell you, Beloved Ones,
that it is coming with great rapidity, and it is because you are rising up with great rapidity to meet it!!! We
love you all and we thank you all for being in such great assistance to all that NESARA brings to you.
NESARA is the solution that will set the movement into an even Higher level of speed and direction for all
of Planet Earth!
"All that you see as problems or darkness here, you will rise up and out of, and before you even know it
you will be living that Golden Age Lifestyle - free, accessing all of your Divine gifts, and enjoying perfect
health and abundance in all that you could possibly create or imagine for yourselves!
"And so thank you for your attendance here in this Gathering! We invite you to share this great news.
There are more and more who are able to understand the imminence - not just the importance of, not just
the advantages of, not just what NESARA will end - but they are more and more able to understand the
imminence of it becoming the Reality of the Lifestyle of Planet Earth! So care and share, and above all
else, keep on beaming your beautiful Lights of Love! And so it is. Namaste!"
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/stgermain-claim-nesara.html
Transcription by Brian Coe.
Given through Susan Leland, February 25, 2014. www.AshtarontheRoad.com
© Ashtar On The Road Publications 2004-2014. All rights reserved; however, this is a gift to all of us and it may be distributed
freely on condition that all accreditation is acknowledged and that no part is altered or deleted.
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Saint Germain on
Golden Age Economics and Governments
Ashtar On The Road Teleconference - May 27, 2014
"I am Saint Germain, and I have chosen that particular music to say, 'Yes, we are victorious!'* We see it
now! We see it very clearly upon your timelines, and we assure you that victory is ours - not in the sense of
winning a war.We are talking about in the sense that not only is Ascension assured, but that the major,
major step into the Golden Age - which is the opportunity to prepare for Ascension by doing all of the
worthy missions and projects which must be done in order to literally clear, cleanse and prepare for
Ascension - those are assured of being accomplished!!!
"And in not as many years, as you measure them, as you might think, because we have come far! And
with the Ashtar Command, with all of the Masters Ascended, with those of us who have ascended and are
back - traveling freely, multi-locating and so on - back in human bodies, with all of the awakening Hearts
and minds among the human population. And, of course, all of the others, the angels, the archangels, the
starseed brothers and sisters, and so on - we see it accomplished on your timelines!
"Yes, there is much to do. And I wish to focus, in particular, upon one of the - or perhaps two - of the most
basic fundamental and huge aspects of the Golden Age Lifestyle. And those are the changes in your
economic systems and in your governments.
"Now I can sum it up in a few words, but I wish to give you more in-depth, so that you may regard this as a
taking-off point, if you will, and add to it your own visions and reinforce them simply by putting the Light of
Love upon them, so as to empower their anchoring, so as to lift up and out of the third dimensional, murky,
misty, fear-based lifestyle and to assist all upon Planet Earth in achieving and accomplishing this Higher
Dimensional Lifestyle which we are calling the 'Golden Age.'
"And so NESARA is the foundation. Read up on it if you are not familiar with it or if you have forgotten the
most basic aspects of NESARA. We will tell you this:NESARA provides for a completely different economic
system upon the Planet.
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"Imagine, if you will, that those called the 'banksters' - and that is an appropriate name for them, and it is
said in all Love, to distinguish the 'banksters' who have been controlling the economy from the new
'bankers' - those who will be running the banks. There will be no more charging of interest by the
banks.They will serve to protect your dollars, or whatever currencies there are, and they will be backed by
gold and other precious metals, so that value will remain constant.
"This will do away with the trading in currencies and, indeed, in the other instruments of what you call
arbitrage. That is a high, fancy-sounding word, is it not? But it has really been run by the banksters to
benefit them - not you! It has all been manipulated.There will be no more manipulation. There will be
opportunities to invest in Golden Age kinds of companies and businesses.
"Let’s talk about business. Let’s talk about honor. Let’s talk about respect. Let’s talk about treating every
customer, every client, everyone who comes to any person who has any kind of a business - be it a bank,
or a place that sells food, or whatever - treating every customer with respect and Joy that they have come and serving the customer or the client!!! 'What is it that I can do for you,' rather than, 'Well, I’m going to
figure out how to get as much money out of you as I can for the least amount of return!' That’s quite a shift,
is it not?
"And what will this do? This will create Joy throughout the entire community and spread Joy throughout the
World! No one in this higher level Lifestyle will be wanting to take advantage of anyone else. No one will
be wanting to take - only take and not give, or share in some manner. Everyone will be appreciated!
"What is going to happen is, of course, bartering. Trading will become more and more prevalent. And as
everyone receives the wealth - which I have decreed, promised and actually will be dispensing and
dispersing as quickly as it can be done, to facilitate all of the different projects and improvements of the
Golden Age - as everyone has enough money, then the need for money, which has been falsely created –
it’s another fear-based creation or expression - will phase out. No one is going to come and take your
money in the middle of the night and tell you that you don’t have any more money - because money is not
going to be used any more - and leave you without the means to buy your loaf of bread the next day.
That’s not what I am talking about!
"I am talking about a phase-out where everyone will come to the realization that money does not make the
World go around.Money is not anything - not only is not everything, it is a 'no thing!' It is not necessary. As
the Golden Age proceeds, everyone will be able to create whatever it is that they desire to create, simply by
their command, because everyone will be recognizing that they, indeed, are gods and goddesses upon
Planet Earth and they will be able to create simply from the levels of their divinities.
"Now, if you want to put a picture with that, there was a very popular show for several years where the
beautiful, golden-haired woman simply twitched her nose – it’s that simple!And she could change events
and create whatever it was she chose to create.
"And as an interim, there will be technologies. You are the greatest representatives of the technologies of
manifestation and creation!!! But in the interim, there will be technologies that will free you from many,
many instances in which you would spend money.
"For instance, you have heard of replicators. Those are real! And they will be installed in every household
and business that wants them.Some people by then will not be needing them, as we have said.This is
going to be a very fast evolution!
"There will be robots – some are developed right now that can do many of the chores which will leave you
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free to express your creativity, to meditate, to make your gardens exactly how you want them to be, to visit
other places, to travel.
"YES! Travel to other places in the Universe. Travel is much faster than the speed of Light – and your
scientists are beginning to acknowledge this. And there are ships that are powered by Higher Dimensional
energy. In fact, energy to operate whatever it is – your homes, your businesses, your technologies, your
machinery, your computers, whatever – will all be free! There will be no need to spend any money to have
energy.FREE!!The technology is already here!It only needs to be disbursed!
"And so it is that you will have many opportunities to participate, however you choose it to be. And I would
suggest that you give some serious consideration to serving on local councils.It is the local councils who
are going to take note of what the individual voters wish for, and of the wishes of those who speak at the
meetings – there is a state which is quite advanced in the area of town meetings, and that is called the
State of Vermont.
"And it is to be a responsible citizen of the Golden Age, and to attend the meetings and take your children
with you because your children and your grandchildren are very wise.And they will speak from the Heart
and they will make great contributions to the Golden Age society!
"So go to the meetings and speak with Love, always, in your expressions! There will be no need for heated
arguments because everyone will be coming from Love, not fear.There will be no need for fear. And so
whatever it is that your council takes to the next level of those who serve - and you can think of it as politics
if you wish, but it will be so removed from the so-called back room deals and the corruption which is
pervasive throughout all of the world in governments.
"Well, not everywhere – there are still some tribal councils which are very much living this aspect of the
Golden Age even in this moment. But it is for everyone to consider taking a turn upon your local council, or
perhaps in an office that covers more of a region where there are several councils involved and so on and
so on!
"And speaking of politics – borders between countries will not be manned by uniformed military with guns
and tanks and weapons of any kind. All of the many papers, documents and those kinds of authorizations
will change considerably. It is not to do away with them completely at the beginning, but it is to maintain a
level of privacy for each of the Golden Age citizens. And eventually, of course, they will go away, because,
as you raise the vibrations of Planet Earth, as you rise more and more toward the complete Ascendency
- whether you ascend earlier and simply are lending your loving, energetic support, whether you have
completed your mission here and go to some other place in the Universe, perhaps to a colony which needs
to make its own Ascension, a colony or another planet - it is that there will be those who will go sooner and
there will be those who go later.And inevitably there will be those who will be in the last to ascend, but they
will be living the Golden Age Lifestyle completely and fully if they ascend from this Planet Earth.
"And so it is that everyone will know everyone. There is a wondrous movie and although it does have
some violence, it is well-worth seeing, because it is about this kind of Freedom. And it is about this kind of
living, although some of it may seem a bit primitive, it is really about a very advanced people and it is called
Avatar. And it will be so that when you meet someone, you will say to them, 'I see you!' And this shall be
your Truth.
"And so it is that your politicians will be transparent. The bankers and the business people will be
transparent to all. And there will be no hidden agendas. There will be no hidden contracts. There will be
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no hidden interest or any other kinds of charges which are placing a fear-based agenda or burden upon the
citizens of the Golden Age. It is not to completely forget these things – it is to remove whatever fears you
may have about them from your beings, but it is to remember the wisdom!
"It is simply to look at it and say, 'All right!Ho’oponopono – I take full responsibility for all of these systems
and programs and agendas which have existed on Planet Earth and I take full responsibility for lifting
myself up and out of them and for helping my brothers and sisters to do the same!!!'
"And this, Beloved Ones, this is all seen upon your timelines and more. It is Freedom!It is Joy! And so it is
that when NESARA is announced, it shall be like turning on the most gigantic array of Lights ever seen,
ever known. And meanwhile, we ask that you continue bringing in the Light and shining your own Lights
out there, and supporting in every way that you can do or that you see for yourself to do, because, of
course, you can do anything!But what you see as your own particular part, your role to play, in the mission
of getting NESARA announced, we remind you that we are joined with you in this. And it is as the great
and mighty One We All Are that we are accomplishing this grand and glorious mission!!!
"And I thank you for being here, for sharing in this and for being One, in Loving Service with All! And so it
is! Namaste!"

* Beethoven's 5th Symphony: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7pQytF2nak
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/stg-golden-age-economy-government.html
Transcription by Marta.
Given through Susan Leland, May 27, 2014. www.AshtarontheRoad.com
© Ashtar On The Road Publications 2004-2014. All rights reserved; however, this is a gift to all of us and it may be distributed
freely on condition that all accreditation is acknowledged and that no part is altered or deleted.
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